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INTRODUCTION
This special issue of Information and Computation is devoted to papers selected
from the 8th International Conference on Computer Aided Verification (CAV). The
meeting took place from July 31 to August 3, 1996, in New Brunswick, New Jersey,
as part of the First Federated Logic Conference (FLoC ’96). FLoC ’96 was hosted
by the Center for Discrete Mathematics and Computer Science, an NSF Science
and Technology Center located at Rutgers University, during its Special Year on
Logic and Algorithms.
For this special issue, we selected three papers. ‘‘Module Checking,’’ by O. Kupferman,
M. Y. Vardi, and P. Wolper, introduces and studies the problem of model checking
of open systems. ‘‘A Partition Refinement Algorithm for the ?-Calculus,’’ by
M. Pistore and D. Sangiorgi, presents algorithms for checking equivalences of
processes described in the ?-calculus. ‘‘Pushdown Processes: Games and Model
Checking,’’ by I. Walukiewicz, presents complexity bounds for games given by
transition graphs of pushdown processes.
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